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The Destiny of the Nations
World problems are increasing in
complexity as the population of the world
increases, and as nations become
inter-related and interdependent. It is
important for the future of mankind that we
understand and cooperate with the spiritual
laws and forces at work within the
interwoven structure of civilisation, so that
the individual part - human and national can be rightly related to the evolving
whole. A nation is subject, as a man is, to
the impact of energies emanating from
solar and cosmic sources. These energies
influence the nation as a whole through the
mechanism of response equivalent to the
Monad-soul-personality constitution of a
man. Different nations are more receptive
to some energies that to others; and all
nations, subject to the evolution of national
consciousness, have a destiny before them
which is literally based on the qualities and
the principles of the particular ray energy
seeking expression through the national
soul.
In this book the ray energies
affecting certain nations, world groupings
and major cities are analysed in relation to
meaning and purpose, and to the
emergence of ideas appropriate to energy
influences dominant at the end and at the
beginning of an age.The world of humanity
is shown as a state of becoming, guided
and given opportunity by the spiritual
Hierarchy - the inner government of the
planet - from a stable state fo Being. The
understanding, acceptance and fulfillment
of spiritual possibilities weaves the
destinies of all peoples together into a
synthesis, in which each contributes to the
whole the unfoldment of individual
potential. A recognition of the soul destiny
of nations in the light of the teaching in this
book, has a practicality today in our search
for international adjustments. The ray
qualities affecting the peoples of the world
can be used intelligently to promote
understanding and unity. We are given a
glimpse in this book of the beauty of
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energy synthesis when all component parts
work together according to their own ray
combination and the the glory of the One.
The future will see right relationships, true
communion, a sharing of all things ...and
goodwill; we have also a picture of the
future of humanity when all nations are
united in complete understanding and the
diversity of languages - symbolic of
differing traditions, cultures, civilisations
and points of view - will provide no barrier
to right human relations. At the centre of
each of these two pictures is to be found
the Christ.
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POEM: THE DESTINY OF NATIONS. A VISION. BY SAMUEL : Destiny of the Republic: A Tale of Madness,
Medicine and the Murder a reluctant presidential candidate who took on the nations corrupt political Images for The
Destiny of the Nations Apr 6, 2016 God has spoken about the destiny of nations through His prophets concerning the
end times. Today, Gloria Copeland and Billye Brim show The Destiny of the Nations Sydney Goodwill : Destiny of
the Republic: A Tale of Madness, Medicine A nation is an evolving spiritual entity, subject, as a human being is, to
the impact of The spiritual destiny of many nations and their predisposing soul and Destiny of Nations - Kenneth
Copeland Ministries [63] There are many other angles from which we could approach this subject of what predisposes
people, nations and races to certain lines of action, making 3. The Nations and their Governing Signs. - Online Books
Lucis Trust Dennis Peacockes latest book On the Destiny of Nations: Resolving Our Economic Crisis. Dennis provides
an informed Christian challenge to absurd economic the destiny of the nations - present international situation and
presenting the complex problems with which the United Nations are confronted. In the last analysis, all history is the
record of The Destiny of the Nations - Google Books Result The Destiny of the Nations - Lucis Trust Store Lucis
Trust England is an exponent of the art of control and her function has been to produce the first tentative grouping of
federated nations the world has seen and to Choice and the destiny of nations, : Elizabeth Ellis Hoyt - To Dare and to
Conquer: Special Operations and the Destiny of Nations, from Achilles to Al Qaeda [Derek Leebaert] on . *FREE*
shipping on The Destiny Of Nations. A Vision. Poem by Samuel Taylor Coleridge Gods destiny for every nation is
carried by its believing remnant! I truly believe this is a prophetic word for the body for the new year 2006. Donna
Diorio. The Destiny of the Nations: Alice A. Bailey: 9780853302025 A nation is an evolving spiritual entity, subject,
as a human being is, to the impact of energies. These energies influence the national consciousness, The Destiny of the
Nations - Kindle edition by Alice A Bailey, Alice The books of Alice A. Bailey, written in cooperation with a Tibetan
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teacher between 1919-1949, constitute a continuation of the Ageless Wisdom--a body of The Destiny of a Nation - The
Path of Life, Part 23 by Rick Joyner The Destiny Of Nations. A Vision. - by Samuel Taylor ious Reverence Hush all
meaner song, br Ere we the deep preluding strain have poured Destiny of the Nations: : Alice A. Bailey: Books The
question of the destiny of the nations in the canonical book of. Revelation continues to puzzle interpreters of the
Apocalypse. Commentators have failed to The Destiny of the Nations - Israel Prayer The Destiny of the Nations
Divinely Foretold. A noise shall come even to the ends of the earth for the Lord hath a controversy with the nations, he
will plead with none Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Alice A. Bailey, (1880-1949) From her conservative British
The Destiny of the Nations 1st Edition, Kindle Edition. by Destiny of the Nations: : Alice A. Bailey: Books Whether
God judges a nation to be a sheep or goat nation depends on whether it is a righteous nation which fulfills Gods plans for
its destiny. How it treats Israel the destiny of the nations in revelation 21:122:5 - Tyndale House Mar 31, 2010 The
Destiny Of Nations. A Vision. by Samuel Taylor Coleridge. .Auspicious Reverence Hush all meaner song Ere we the
deep preluding strain The Origin and Destiny of Nations The Institute for Creation Research World problems are
increasing in complexity as the population of the world increases, and as nations become inter-related and
interdependent. It is important for 2. The Nations and the Rays. - Online Books Lucis Trust Love, Fear and the
Destiny of Nations [Richard Barrett] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This Book will eventually comprise of
two volumes To Dare and to Conquer: Special Operations and the Destiny of The Destiny of the Nations - Alice
Bailey - Google Books The destiny and the future functioning of the nations lie hid in their present activities. The
majority of my readers are far too nationalistic in their thinking, and too The Destiny of the Nations - Online Books
Lucis Trust Love, Fear and the Destiny of Nations(Volume 1)provides a historical perspective on the impact of the
evolution of human consciousness on world affairs. Alice Bailey & Djwhal Khul - The Destiny of Nations - The
Nations It is not related in any way to the geographical position of these countries but to the destiny (future) and karma
(past) of humanity itself as it differentiates itself into Choice and the destiny of nations, [Elizabeth Ellis Hoyt] on .
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Love, Fear and the Destiny of Nations: The Impact of the Evolution of Apr
3, 2014 The destiny of the nations and their history are the result of energies as they play upon humanity, pouring
cyclically through nature and the none And the nations of them which are saved shall walk in the light of it: and the
kings of the earth do bring their glory and honour into it. (Revelation 21:24).
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